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Subject: Re: [Fwd: Returned mail: User unknown]
Date: Mon, 02 Apr 2001 15:59:49 --0400
From: magnus gunther <magnusg@magma.ca>
To: nrubin <nrubin@compuserve.com>
Dear Neville,
Delighted to get a reply and to see you still in top form.
Of course, a wrong address solution was one too simple for my overeducated
mind to consider.
Good to see your memory not so good-I was the one to tell you about Kiley's
appointment. But Guy's role is fascinating news. A public management manager
is a new title to me. Sounds like a major appointment? Wonder what he thinks
of the big K?
I gather K much in the British newpapers.
Re my SA visit. There was a huge delay in approving my grant to_gQ.tQ_Sf', for
a month-to visit the 'tour universities, Came thru just some weeks a~o. This
ha!__created scheduling problems since m,1 visit was supposed tQ be_either in
F!:!b or early 5J)nl. TWo @iveffifiesnave now said I shd come in the next
term so will be coming later in the year--exact dates still under
negotiation. but it looks likely to be when you are there
My first paper, as I think I told you earlier is on the topic of what did
the BCL members think they were doing.
RV in an interview says that some people thought that v gradually ARM might
provide a bridge between a bodiless..A&G.anciaJJfil!~ess PAC.
Then a couple opf nights ago I was with Al Cook, Collins no 2 and drinking
buddy who says he saw ARM as mainly anti-communists hoping to get control of
the AA movement.
Any thoughts on these two points?
I just got the next part of the Noseweek rubbish-still plugging on with
their Mccarthyite drivel and still all cribbed from later parts of
Swanepoel.
Glad to hear the VW case is going well-it must be an immense amt of work
Keep well,
Magnus

nrubin wrote:
> Mon Vieux Ami,
>
> The moving hand, etc.
>

> Suggestions:
>
> 1.Your Jungian SuperEgo is reminding you that delays in correspondence are
>
> something of a speciality with you.
>
>

2.If you look carefully at the piles of address nonsense that appears at

> the top and bottom of the suspect missive, you will see that it is
> addressed to someone called "Nevile@magma.ca" - whoever that may be -

> which

> suggests that you copied the message to yourself, as I now have to do on
>my
> system if I want to keep copies of what I write.

>
> 3. It could of course be your pals in the CIA just trying you on for size.
>

> (Did you know that my son Guy is now having to cope with - more politely,
> relate to - one R. Kiley because he (Guy) has taken up a post as Public
> Management Manager to the Mayor of London? )
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sorry I missed seeing Jan.
When are your lectures to be exactly, and where?
Much embroiled in the Volskwagen business, which goes to the Labour Appeal
Court next week. If we go down there, too we'll go on to the
Constitutional
Court whenever it can find time for us.

>
> Yours,
>
> Neville

